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1. Introduction

The demo programs, written in VC++, VB, Delphi, and BCB++, are provided in the companion CD. These demo programs will call the DLL, PCITMC12.DLL, to access the hardware of OME-PCI-TMC12. The PCITMC12.DLL will call the kernel driver, Windrvr.vxd or Windrvr.sys (For Win2000/XP as follows:

```
VC++ demo program
VB demo program
Delphi demo program
BCB++ demo program
```

User mode
(Same for 95/98/NT/2000XP)

```
PCITMC12.DLL
```

```
Windrvr.vxd
(For 95/98)
```

```
Windrvr.sys
(For WinNT/2000/XP)
```

Kernel mode

The install shield will install kernel driver, DLL driver & application demo program to system. All demo program & DLL are same for 95/98/NT/2000/XP. But the kernel drivers are different for different systems as follows:

- for windows 95/98 → will copy \*\WINDRVR.VXD\* to
  C:\\WIN95\\SYSTEM\\VMM32
- for windows NT/2000 → will copy \*\WINDRVR.SYS\* to
  C:\\WINNT\\SYSTEM32\\DRIVERS
- for windows XP → will copy \*\WINDRVR.SYS\* to
  C:\\WINDOWS\\SYSTEM32\\DRIVERS

(Note: 2000 & XP use the same driver)
The DLLs & demo programs will not work if the kernel driver is not installed correctly. The install shield will copy the correct kernel driver to correct position if you select correct O.S.(95/98, NT, 2000, XP).

The install shield also copy all related documentations of OME-PCI-TMC12(A) to user’s hard disk. Refer to CallDll.pdf for more information about how to call the DLL functions with VC++5, VB5, Delphi3 and Borland C++ Builder 3. Refer to step 5 of Sec. 1.1.2 for more information.

The software architecture is given as follows:

Note:
1. OME-PCI-TMC12 (A) maybe OME-PCI-TMC12 or OME-PCI-TMC12A. Refer to Sec. 3.4 of “OME-PCI-TMC12 (A) User’s Manual” (not this manual) for comparison of TMC12 & TMC12A.
2. PTMC12.DLL is designed for OME-PCI-TMC12.
3. If J28 of OME-PCI-TMC12A is set to OME-PCI-TMC12, it can use PTMC12.DLL as same as OME-PCI-TMC12.
1.1 Installation Quick Start

The OME-PCI-TMC12 can be used in Windows 95/98/NT/2000/XP. The recommended installation steps are given in Sec 1.1.1 ~ Sec. 1.1.4

1.1.1 Step 1: Software Installation

Step 1: insert the companion CD in the CD-ROM drive. Following screen should appear:

Step 2: click the first item, Toolkits (Software)/Manuals

- PCI Bus DAQ Card
- ISA Bus DAQ Card
- Motion Card
- Daughter Board
- The Others
Step 3: click the first item, **PCI Bus DAQ Card**

Step 4: click the last item, **OME-PCI-TMC12**

Step 5: click the appropriate item, example - **Install Toolkit for Windows NT**

Then the install shield will install kernel driver, DLL driver & application demo program to system. **All demo programs & DLLs are same for 95/98/NT/2000/XP.** But the kernel driver is different for different systems as follows:

- for windows 95/98 → will copy `WINDRVR.VXD` to C:\WIN95\SYSTEM\VMM32
- for windows NT/2000 → will copy `WINDRVR.SYS` to C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\DRIVERS
- for windows XP → will copy `WINDRVR.SYS` to C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM32\DRIVERS

*(Note: 2000 & XP use the same driver)*

The DLLs & demo programs will not work if the kernel driver is not installed correctly. The install shield will copy the correct kernel driver to correct position if you select correct O.S. (95/98, NT, 2000, XP).
1.1.2  Step 2: Check the installed software

Assume you use the default directory & name of install shields, the software will be installed in C:\DAQPRO as follows:

Step 1: click C:\OMEGA as follows:

Step 2: click PCI-TMC12 as follows:

Demo  →  demo program  
Driver →  DLL  
Inf    →  for plug & play → windows 98/2000/XP need this information  
Manual →  user’s manual & other literature, refer to chapter 3 for more information  
ReadMe →  Read this file for more information

Step 3: click Inf as follows:

OME-PCI-TMC12.inf  →  inf file for windows 98/2000/XP.
PnPInstall → read this file for plug & play installation steps.

**Note:** 95 & NT 4.0 do not need this file.

Step 4: Click **PnPInstall** to read this PDF file for plug & play installation. For Windows 98/2000/XP, system will auto detect the OME-PCI-TMC12 & ask you to install software driver. **Read this PDF file carefully if you are not familiar with plug & play installation. You will need it in next steps.**

Step 5: Back to the previous directory & click **Manual** as follows:

- **CallDll.pdf** → how to call DLL by VC, VB, Delphi & BCB++
- **ResCheck** → how to check the allocated system resource of OME-PCI-TMC12

Step 6: Back the previous directory & click **Demo** as follows:

- **Bcb4** → demo program for BCB 4.0
- **Delphi4** → demo program for Delphi 4.0
- **VB6** → demo program for VB 6.0
- **VC6** → demo program for VC 6.0, C language
- **VCPP** → demo program for VC 6.0, C++ language

Step 7: click **VB6** as follows:

- **DioTest** → Test D/I/O of OME-PCI-TMC12
- **DllTest** → test DLL driver & detect OME-PCI-TMC12

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- **TestDio2** → Write D/O then read D/I of two OME-PCI-TMC12 cards
- **TestId2** → Show IDs of two OME-PCI-TMC12 cards

Step 8: **shutdown & power off your PC**
1.1.3 Step 3: Hardware Installation

Step 1: Install your OME-PCI-TMC12(A) in the PC
Step 2: Power on your PC
Step 3: Now 98/2000/XP will find a OME-PCI-TMC12 card & ask user to provide Plug & Play driver. Refer to PnPInstall.pdf, step3 of Sec. 1.1.2, for more information.

1.1.4 Step 4: Hardware Diagnostic

Step 1: run DllTest of VB demo program as follows: (step7 of Sec. 1.1.2)

- Click Initial Steps first to check the kernel driver, DLL & PCITMC12-DetectCards()
- Check the value of PCITMC12_DriverInit must be 0
- Click ReadId to show the IDs of selected OME-PCI-TMC12 in this PC

The IDs of OME-PCI-TMC12(A) cards are as follows:
- Vendor ID = 10B5
- Device ID = 9050
- Sub-vendor ID = 2129
- Sub-device ID = 9912

Note: The TMC12 & TMC12A have identical IDs.
Step 2:
- Install a 20-pin flat cable between CON2 & Con3 of OME-PCI-TMC12(A)
- run DioTest of VB demo program as follows: (step 7 of Sec. 1.1.2)

Click R/W D/I/O to write to D/O & Read D/I as follows: (write-data is given in Write to D/O)

Change &H5555 to &HAAAA & Click R/W D/I/O as follows:

Note: if the 20-pin flat cable is not installed, the D/I will be &HFFFF
Step 3: run **LedTest** of VB demo program as follows: (step 7 of Sec. 1.1.2)

- Click **Write to LedXor** & check LED1=OFF, LED2=OFF & LED3= OFF
- Change &HE000 to &H6000
- Click **Write to LedXor** & check LED1=OFF, LED2=OFF & LED3= ON
- Change &H6000 to &HA000
- Click **Write to LedXor** & check LED1=OFF, LED2=ON & LED3= OFF
- Change &H6000 to &HA000
- Click **Write to LedXor** & check LED1=ON, LED2=OFF & LED3= OFF
- Change &HA000 to &HE000
- Click **Write to LedXor** & check LED1=OFF, LED2=OFF & LED3= OFF
1.1.5 Step 5: Multi-Board Diagnostic

Step 1: run TestId2 of VB demo program to read & show IDs of two OME-PCI-TMC12(A) as follows: (step7 of Sec. 1.1.2)

![Diagram showing IDs of two OME-PCI-TMC12(A)]

Step 2: run TestDio2 of VB demo program to read/write D/I/O of two OME-PCI-TMC12(A) as follows: (step7 of Sec. 1.1.2)

![Diagram showing D/I/O of two OME-PCI-TMC12(A)]
2. DLL Driver

The included software is a collection of subroutines for OME-PCI-TMC12(A) cards for Windows 95/98/NT/2000/XP applications. These subroutines are written with C language and perform a variety of digital I/O operations.

The names of the subroutines in PCITMC12.DLL have logical names to simplify its usage. It provides powerful, easy-to-use subroutines for developing your data acquisition application. Your program can call these DLL functions by VC++, VB, Delphi, and BORLAND C++ Builder easily. To speed-up your developing process, some demonstration source program are provided.

Please refer to the following user manuals: (refer to step2 of Sec. 1.1.2 for more information)

- **PnPInstall.pdf: (Step 3 of Sec. 1.1.2)**
  Install the PnP (Plug and Play) driver for PCI card under Windows 95/98.

- **SoftInst.pdf: (Step 3 of Sec. 1.1.2)**
  Install the software package under Windows 95/98/NT/2000/XP.

- **CallDll.pdf: (Step 5 of Sec. 1.1.2)**
  Call the DLL functions with VC++5, VB5, Delphi3 and Borland C++ Builder 3.

- **ResCheck.pdf: (Step 5 of Sec. 1.1.2)**
  Check the resources I/O Port address, IRQ number and DMA number for add-on cards under Windows 95/98/NT.
The install shield will install kernel driver, DLL driver & application demo programs. All DLL driver & demo programs are same for all windows operating systems (95/98/NT/2000/XP). But the kernel drivers are different for different system as follows:

- for windows 95/98 → will copy `WINDRVR.VXD` to C:\WIN95\SYSTEM\VMM32
- for windows NT/2000 → will copy `WINDRVR.SYS` to C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\DRIVERS
- for windows XP → will copy `WINDRVR.SYS` to C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM32\DRIVERS

The DLL & demo programs will not work if the kernel driver is not installed correctly. The install shield will copy the correct kernel driver to correct position if you select correct O.S.(95/98, NT, 2000, XP).

After the software driver is installed, the related header file & declaration files are given as follows:

```
|--\Demo
| |--\BCB4
| | |--\PCITMC12.H ← Header file
| | +--\PCITMC12.LIB ← Linkage library for BCB4 only
| |
| |--\Delphi4 ← for Delphi 4
| | +--\PCITMC12.PAS ← Declaration file
| |
| |--\VB6 ← for Visual Basic 6
| | +--\PCITMC12.BAS ← Declaration file
| |
| +--\VCPP6 ← for Visual C++ 6
| | |--\PCITMC12.H ← Header file
| | +--\PCITMC12.LIB ← Linkage library for VC++6 only
```
In this chapter, we use some keywords to indicate the attribute of Parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Is Parameter Set by user before calling this function?</th>
<th>Does user Get Data/Value from this parameter after calling this function?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Input]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Output]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Input, Output]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Spaces need to be allocated for all of the parameters by the user.

The return codes of DLLs are defined as follows:

```c
// return code
#define PCI_NoError     0
#define PCI_DriverOpenError         1
#define PCI_DriverNoOpen        2
#define PCI_GetDriverVersionError  3
#define PCI_InstallIrqError        4
#define PCI_ClearIntCountError      5
#define PCI_GetIntCountError       6
#define PCI_RegisterApcError       7
#define PCI_RemoveIrqError         8
#define PCI_FindBoardError           9
#define PCI_ExceedBoardNumber       10
#define PCI_ResetError               11
#define PCI_IrqMaskError         12
#define PCI_ActiveModeError   13
#define PCI_GetActiveFlagError   14
#define PCI_ActiveFlagEndOfQueue  15
#define PCI_BoardIsNotOpen         16
#define PCI_BoardOpenError        17
#define PCI_BoardNoIsZero         18
#define PCI_BoardNoExceedFindBoards  19
#define PCI_InputParameterError   20
#define PCI_IntInitialStateError   21
#define PCI_IntInitialValueError   22
#define PCI_TimeOut     23
```
The defined DLL are given as follows:

### Functions of test, Refer to Sec. 2.2
- float PTMC12_FloatSub(float fA, float fB);
- short PTMC12_ShortSub(short nA, short nB);
- int PTMC12_IntSub(int iA, int iB);
- DWORD PTMC12_GetDllVersion(void);

### Functions of Driver Initialization, Refer to Sec. 2.3
- DWORD PTMC12_BitsInit(void);
- DWORD PTMC12_DetectBoards(void);
- DWORD PTMC12_OpenBoard(DWORD dwBoardNo, DWORD dwInEnable);
- DWORD PTMC12_ReadBoardStatus(DWORD dwBoardNo);
- DWORD PTMC12_ReadId(DWORD dwBoardNo, DWORD *dwVendorId, DWORD *dwDeviceId, DWORD *dwSubVendorId, DWORD *dwSubDeviceId);
- DWORD PTMC12_CloseBoard(DWORD dwBoardNo);
- void PTMC12_CloseAll(void);

### Functions of Read/Write to OME-PCI-TMC12(A), Refer to Sec. 2.4
- DWORD PTMC12_WriteByte(DWORD dwBoardNo, DWORD dwOffset, BYTE Data);
- DWORD PTMC12_WriteWord(DWORD dwBoardNo, DWORD dwOffset, WORD Data);
- DWORD PTMC12_ReadByte(DWORD dwBoardNo, DWORD dwOffset, BYTE *Data);
- DWORD PTMC12_ReadWord(DWORD dwBoardNo, DWORD dwOffset, WORD *Data);

### Functions of Interrupt, Refer to Sec. 2.5
- DWORD PTMC12_InstallCallBackFunct(DWORD dwBoardNo, DWORD dwInitialState, void(* addrCallBackFunc)());
- DWORD PTMC12_RemoveAllCallBackFunc(void);
- DWORD PTMC12_EnableInt(DWORD dwBoardNo);
- DWORD PTMC12_DisableInt(DWORD dwBoardNo);

### Functions of Read/Write to PCI Controller, Refer to Sec. 2.6
- DWORD PTMC12_WritePciDWord(DWORD dwBoardNo, WORD Data);
- DWORD PTMC12_ReadPciDword(DWORD dwBoardNo, WORD *Data);
2.1 Find the Board Number

The plug & play BIOS will assign the proper base address to OME-PCI-TMC12(A). If there is only one OME-PCI-TMC12(A), user can identify this board as board_1. If there are two OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards in the system, users will have to identify which board is board_1. Our software driver can support 32 boards max. Therefore user can install 32 boards of OME-PCI-TMC12(A) in one PC system.

The simplest way to find the board number is to use DioTest in VB demo program. This demo program will send to D/O & Read from D/I. If user installs one 20-pin flat-cable between CON2 & CON3, the D/I read back will be as same as D/O: So user can find the board number as follows:

1. Install all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) cards into this PC system
2. Install one 20-pin flat cable between CON2 & CON3 of one OME-PCI-TMC12(A)
3. Power on the PC
4. Run DioTest of VB demo program(Sec. 1.1.2)
5. Key-in board number to 1
6. Click R/W D/I/O
7. Check the value in Read From D/I, if it is equal to Write to D/O, the board number of the target OME-PCI-TMC12(A) is 1. Otherwise you can go to step 5 for next board number.

Note: If only one OME-PCI-TMC12(A) exists, the board number will be 1.
2.2 Functions of Test

2.2.1 PTMC12_FloatSub

- **Description:**
  To perform the subtraction as fA - fB in float data type. This function is provided for testing DLL linkage.

- **Syntax:**
  ```c
  float PTMC12_FloatSub(float fA, float fB)
  ```

- **Parameter:**
  - fA : [Input] 4 bytes floating point value
  - fB : [Input] 4 bytes floating point value

- **Return:**
  The value of fA - fB

2.2.2 PTMC12_ShortSub

- **Description:**
  To perform the subtraction as nA - nB in short data type. This function is provided for testing DLL linkage.

- **Syntax:**
  ```c
  short PTMC12_ShortSub(short nA, short nB)
  ```

- **Parameter:**
  - nA : [Input] 2 bytes short data type value
  - nB : [Input] 2 bytes short data type value

- **Return:**
  The value of nA - nB
2.2.3 PTMC12_IntSub

- **Description:**
  To perform the subtraction as iA - iB in int data type. This function is provided for testing DLL linkage.

- **Syntax:**
  short PTMC12_InttSub(int iA, int iB)

- **Parameter:**
  nA : [Input] 4 bytes int data type value
  nB : [Input] 4 bytes int data type value

- **Return:**
  The value of iA – iB

2.2.4 PTMC12_GetDllVersion

- **Description:**
  To get the version number of PTMC12.DLL

- **Syntax:**
  DWORD PTMC12_GetDllVersion(void)

- **Parameter:**
  None

- **Return:**
  Return the DLL’s version number.
  For example: 102(hex) for version 1.02
2.3 Functions of Driver Initialization

2.3.1 PTMC12_DriverInit

- **Description:**
  This subroutine will initialize the kernel driver. This function must be called first before calling these DLL functions given in Sec 2.3 ~ Sec. 2.5.

- **Syntax:**
  DWORD PTMC12_DriverInit();

- **Parameter:** void

- **Return:**
  PCI_NoError : OK
  PCI_DriverOpenError: open kernel driver error

2.3.2 PTMC12_DetectBoards

- **Description:**
  This subroutine will detect all installed OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards.

- **Syntax:**
  DWORD PTMC12_DetectBoards();

- **Parameter:** void

- **Return:**
  0: No OME-PCI-TMC12(A) is installed in this PC
  1: only one OME-PCI-TMC12(A) is installed in this PC(board no.=1)
  N: Number of OME-PCI-TMC12(A) cards installed in this PC(board no.=1, 2, ..., N)

- **Note:**
  Call PTMC12_DriverInit() before calling this function
2.3.3 PTMC12_OpenBoard

- **Description:**
  This subroutine will lock/engage the OME-PCI-TMC12(A). Then the engaged OME-PCI-TMC12(A) is dedicated to this program until PTMC12_CloseBoard is called. This function must be called first before calling these DLL functions given in Sec 2.3 ~ Sec. 2.5.

- **Syntax:**
  
  ```c
  DWORD PTMC12_OpenBoard(dwBoardNo, dwIntEnable);
  ```

- **Parameter:**
  
  - **dwBoardNo**: [Input] board number, 1,2,…
  - **dwIntEnable**: [Input] 0=no interrupt, 1=using interrupt

- **Return:**
  
  - **PCI_NoError**: OK
  - **PCI_BoardOpenError**: open OME-PCI-TMC12(A) error (may be locked by others)
  - **PCI_BoardNoExceedFindBoards**: dwBoardNo > N

- **Note:**
  
  1. call **PTMC12_DriverInit()** before calling this function
  2. call **PTMC12_DetectCards()** to detect all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards
2.3.4 PTMC12_ReadBoardStatus

- **Description**: This subroutine will show the lock-status of the OME-PCI-TMC12(A) board.

- **Syntax**: `DWORD PTMC12_ReadBoardStatus(dwBoardNo);`

- **Parameter**: `dwBoardNo` : [Input] OME-PCI-TMC12(A) board number

- **Return**: 0: this OME-PCI-TMC12(A) is not locked by other program  
  1: this OME-PCI-TMC12(A) is locked by other program

- **Note**:  
  1. call `PTMC12_DriverInit()` before calling this function  
  2. call `PTMC12_DetectBoards()` to detect all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards.  
  3. call `PTMC12_OpenBoard()` to lock the target OME-PCI-TMC12(A). Then the locked OME-PCI-TMC12(A) is dedicated to this program  
  4. call `PTMC12_CloseBoard()` to un-lock the target OME-PCI-TMC12(A). Then other program can call PTMC12_OpenBoard() to lock this PCI_TMC12(A) board.
2.3.5 PTMC12_ReadId

- **Description:**
  This subroutine will show the IDs of detected OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards.

- **Syntax:**
  DWORD PTMC12_ReadId(dwBoardNo, *dwVendorId, *dwDeviceId, 
  *dwSubVendorId, *dwSubdeviceId);

- **Parameter:**
  - dwBoardNo : [Input] OME-PCI-TMC12(A) board number
  - dwVendorID : [output] vendor ID of this board
  - dwDeviceID : [output] device ID of this board
  - dwSubVendorID : [output] sub-vendor ID of this board
  - dwSubDeviceID : [output] sub-device ID of this board

- **Return:**
  - 0: this is a valid board no → all return IDs are valid
  - Other: this is not a valid board no → all return IDs are invalid

- **Note:**
  1. call PTMC12_DriverInit() before calling this function
  2. call PTMC12_DetectBoards() to detect all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards
  3. call PTMC12_OpenBoard() before calling this function
2.3.6  PTMC12_CloseBoard

- **Description:**
  This subroutine will unlock the OME-PCI-TMC12(A), then other program can use this OME-PCI-TMC12(A) now.

- **Syntax:**
  DWORD PTMC12_CloseBoard(dwBoardNo);

- **Parameter:**
  dwBoardNo : [Input]  OME-PCI-TMC12(A) board number

- **Return:**
  PCI_NoError : OK
  PCI_BoardIsNotOpen: This OME-PCI-TMC12(A) is not locked by others
  PCI_BoardNoExceedFindBoards: dwBoardNo > available board number

- **Note:**
  1. call **PTMC12_DriverInit()** before calling this function
  2. call **PTMC12_DetectBoards()** to detect all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards
  3. call **PTMC12_OpenBoard()** before calling this function

2.3.7  PTMC12_CloseAll

- **Description:**
  This subroutine will unlock all OME-PCI-TMC12(A)s installed in this PC, then other program can use these OME-PCI-TMC12(A)s now.

- **Syntax:**
  DWORD PTMC12_CloseAll();

- **Parameter:** void

- **Return:**
  PCI_NoError : OK
  PCI_BoardIsNotOpen: This OME-PCI-TMC12(A) is not locked by others
  PCI_BoardNoExceedFindBoards: dwBoardNo > available board number

- **Note:**
  1. call **PTMC12_DriverInit()** before calling this function
  2. call **PTMC12_DetectBoards()** to detect all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards
  3. call **PTMC12_OpenBoard()** before calling this function
2.4 Read/Write to OME-PCI-TMC12(A)

2.4.1 PTMC12_WriteByte

- **Description:**
  Write one byte, 8-bit, of data to OME-PCI-TMC12(A).

- **Syntax:**
  DWORD PTMC12_WriteByte(dwBoardNo, dwOffset, Data)

- **Parameter:**
  - dwBoardNo : [Input] board number, from 1 to N
  - dwOffset  : [Input] offset address
  - Data   : [Input] one byte of data (8-bit)

- **Return:**
  - 0: Write OK
  - PCI_DriverNoOpen: kernel driver not found
  - PCI_BoardNoIsZero: dwBoardNo is 0, it must be in the range of 1 ~ N
  - PCI_BoardNoExceedFindBoards: dwBoardNo > N

- **Note:**
  1. call PTMC12_DetectCards() before calling this function
  2. call PTMC12_DetectBoards() to detect all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards.
  3. call PTMC12_OpenBoard() before calling this function
  4. PTMC12_WriteByte(dwBoardNo, 0x10, Data) → select the active 8254, refer to Sec. 3.3.1 of “OME-PCI-TMC12(A) User’s Manual”
  5. PTMC12_WriteByte(dwBoardNo, 0x14, Data) → write to D/O-0 ~ 7, refer to Sec. 3.3.4 of “OME-PCI-TMC12(A) User’s Manual”
2.4.2 PCITMC12_WriteWord

- **Description:**
  Write one word; 16-bit; of data to OME-PCI-TMC12(A).

- **Syntax:**
  DWORD PTMC12_WriteWord(dwBoardNo, dwOffset, Data)

- **Parameter:**
  - dwBoardNo : [Input] board number, from 1 to N
  - dwOffset  : [Input] offset address
  - Data      : [Input] one word of data (16-bit)

- **Return:**
  - 0: Write OK
  - PCI_DriverNoOpen: kernel driver not found
  - PCI_BoardNoIsZero: dwBoardNo is 0, it must be in the range of 1 ~ N
  - PCI_BoardNoExceedFindBoards: dwBoardNo > N

- **Note:**
  1. call PTMC12_DetectCards() before calling this function
  2. call PTMC12_DetectBoards() to detect all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards
  3. call PTMC12_OpenBoard() before calling this function
  4. PTMC12_WriteWord(dwBoardNo, 0x10, Data) → select the active 8254,
     refer to Sec. 3.3.1 of “OME-PCI-TMC12(A) User’s Manual”
  5. PTMC12_WriteWord(dwBoardNo, 0x14, Data) → write to D/O-0 ~ 15,
     refer to Sec. 3.3.4 of “OME-PCI-TMC12(A) User’s Manual”
2.4.3 PTMC12_ReadByte

- **Description:**
  Read one byte, 8-bit, of data from OME-PCI-TMC12(A).

- **Syntax:**
  DWORD PCITMC12_ReadByte(dwBoardNo, dwOffset, *Data)

- **Parameter:**
  - dwBoardNo : [Input] board number, from 1 to N
  - dwOffset  : [Input] offset address
  - Data     : [output] one byte of data (8-bit)

- **Return:**
  - 0: Write OK
  - PCI_DriverNoOpen: kernel driver not found
  - PCI_BoardNoIsZero: dwBoardNo is 0, it must be in the range of 1 ~ N
  - PCI_BoardNoExceedFindBoards: dwBoardNo > N

- **Note:**
  1. call PTMC12_DetectCards() before calling this function
  2. call PTMC12_DetectBoards() to detect all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards.
  3. call PTMC12_OpenBoard() before calling this function
  4. PTMC12_ReadByte(dwBoardNo, 0x14, Data) → Read D/I-0 ~ 7, refer to Sec. 3.3.3 of “OME-PCI-TMC12(A) User’s Manual”
2.4.4 PTMC12_ReadWord

- **Description:**
  Read one word; 16-bit; of data from OME-PCI-TMC12(A).

- **Syntax:**
  DWORD PCITMC12_ReadWord(dwBoardNo, dwOffset, *Data)

- **Parameter:**
  - dwBoardNo: [Input] board number, from 1 to N
  - dwOffset: [Input] offset address
  - Data: [output] one byte of data (16-bit)

- **Return:**
  - 0: Write OK
  - PCI_DriverNoOpen: kernel driver not found
  - PCI_BoardNoIsZero: dwBoardNo is 0, it must be in the range of 1 ~ N
  - PCI_BoardNoExceedFindBoards: dwBoardNo > N

- **Note:**
  1. call **PTMC12_DetectCards()** before calling this function
  2. call **PTMC12_DetectBoards()** to detect all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards
  3. call **PTMC12_OpenBoard()** before calling this function
  4. **PTMC12_ReadWord(dwBoardNo, 0x14, Data)** → Read D/I-0 ~ 15, refer to Sec. 3.3.3 of "OME-PCI-TMC12(A) User’s Manual"
2.5 Interrupt Related DLLs

2.5.1 PTMC12_InstallCallBackFunc

- **Description:**
  Install user’s call back function to driver. So if the interrupt signal is active, driver will call this function once.

- **Syntax:**
  
  ```c
  DWORD PTMC12_InstallCallBackFunc(DWORD dwBoardNo, DWORD dwIntType, 
  void (*user_function)());
  ```

- **Parameter:**
  
  - `dwBoardNo` : [Input] board number, from 1 to N
  - `dwIntType` : [Input] 1=initial low & active high, 2=initial high & active low
  - `user_function()` : [Input] address of user's call back function

- **Return:**
  
  - 0: Write OK
  - PCI_DriverNoOpen: kernel driver not found
  - PCI_BoardNoIsZero: dwBoardNo is 0, it must be in the range of 1 ~ N
  - PCI_BoardNoExceedFindBoards: dwBoardNo > N

- **Note:**
  1. call `PTMC12_DetectCards()` before calling this function
  2. call `PTMC12_DetectBoards()` to detect all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards
  3. call `PTMC12_OpenBoard()` before calling this function
2.5.2 PTMC12_RemoveAllCallBackFunc

- **Description:**
  Disable interrupt & call back functions of all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) installed in this PC.

- **Syntax:**
  DWORD PTMC12_InstallCallBackFunc()

- **Parameter:** void

- **Return:**
  0: Write OK
  PCI_DriverNoOpen: kernel driver not found
  PCI_BoardNoIsZero: dwBoardNo is 0, it must be in the range of 1 ~ N
  PCI_BoardNoExceedFindBoards: dwBoardNo > N

- **Note:**
  1. call **PTMC12_DetectCards()** before calling this function
  2. call **PTMC12_DetectBoards()** to detect all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards
  3. call **PTMC12_OpenBoard()** before calling this function
2.5.3 PTMC12_EnableInt

- **Description:**
  Enable interrupt of OME-PCI-TMC12(A).
- **Syntax:**
  DWORD PTMC12_Enable(dwBoardNo)
- **Parameter:**
  dwBoardNo : [Input] board number, from 1 to N
- **Return:**
  0: Write OK
  PCI_DriverNoOpen: kernel driver not found
  PCI_BoardNoIsZero: dwBoardNo is 0, it must be in the range of 1 ~ N
  PCI_BoardNoExceedFindBoards: dwBoardNo > N
- **Note:**
  1. call PTMC12_DetectCards() before calling this function
  2. call PTMC12_DetectBoards() to detect all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards
  3. call PTMC12_OpenBoard() before calling this function

2.5.4 PTMC12_DisableInt

- **Description:**
  Disable interrupt of OME-PCI-TMC12(A).
- **Syntax:**
  DWORD PTMC12_Disable(dwBoardNo)
- **Parameter:**
  dwBoardNo : [Input] board number, from 1 to N
- **Return:**
  0: Write OK
  PCI_DriverNoOpen: kernel driver not found
  PCI_BoardNoIsZero: dwBoardNo is 0, it must be in the range of 1 ~ N
  PCI_BoardNoExceedFindBoards: dwBoardNo > N
- **Note:**
  1. call PTMC12_DetectCards() before calling this function
  2. call PTMC12_DetectBoards() to detect all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards
  3. call PTMC12_OpenBoard() before calling this function
2.6 Read/Write to PCI Controller

2.6.1 PTMC12_WritePciDword

- **Description:**
  Write one dword; 32-bit; of data to PCI controller

- **Syntax:**
  DWORD PCITMC12_WritePciDword(dwBoardNo, Data)

- **Parameter:**
  dwBoardNo : [Input] board number, from 1 to N
  Data       : [Input] one dword of data (32-bit)

- **Return:**
  0: Write OK
  PCI_DriverNoOpen: kernel driver not found
  PCI_BoardNoIsZero: dwBoardNo is 0, it must be in the range of 1 ~ N
  PCI_BoardNoExceedFindBoards: dwBoardNo > N

- **Note:**
  1. call PTMC12_DetectCards() before calling this function
  2. call PTMC12_DetectBoards() to detect all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards.
  3. call PTMC12_OpenBoard() before calling this function
  4. PTMC12_WritePciDword(dwBoardNo, 0x4c, Data) → write to interrupt controller register, refer to Sec. 3.3.5 of "OME-PCI-TMC12(A) User's Manual"
2.6.2 PTMC12_ReadPciDword

- **Description:**
  Read one dword; 32-bit; of data from PCI control register.

- **Syntax:**
  DWORD PCITMC12_ReadPciDword(dwBoardNo, *Data)

- **Parameter:**
  - dwBoardNo : [input] board number, from 1 to N
  - Data: [output] one dword of data (32-bit)

- **Return:**
  - 0: Write OK
  - PCI_DriverNoOpen: kernel driver not found
  - PCI_BoardNoIsZero: dwBoardNo is 0, it must be in the range of 1 ~ N
  - PCI_BoardNoExceedFindBoards: dwBoardNo > N

- **Note:**
  1. call **PTMC12_DetectCards()** before calling this function
  2. call **PTMC12_DetectBoards()** to detect all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) boards
  3. call **PTMC12_OpenBoard()** before calling this function
  4. **PTMC12_ReadPciDword(dwBoardNo, 0x4c, Data)** → read the interrupt status register, refer to Sec. 3.3.5 of “OME-PCI-TMC12(A) User's Manual”
3. Demo Program

There are many demo programs; written in VC++, VB, Delphi, and BCB++; provided with the companion CD. These demo programs will call the DLL PTMC12.DLL to access the hardware of OME-PCI-TMC12(A). The PTMC12.DLL will call the kernel driver, Windrvr.vxd or Windrvr.sys as follows:

VC++ demo program
VB demo program
Delphi demo program
BCB++ demo program

PTMC12.DLL

User mode
(Same for 95/98/NT/2000XP)

Kernel mode

Windrvr.vxd
(For 95/98)

Windrvr.sys
(For

The install shield will install kernel driver, DLL driver & application demo program to system. All demo programs & DLLs are same for 95/98/NT/2000/XP. But the kernel drivers are different for different system as follows:

- for windows 95/98 → will copy WINDRV.R.VXD to C:\WIN95\SYSTEM\VMM32
- for windows NT/2000/XP → will copy WINDRV.R.SYS to C:\WINNT\SYSTEM32\DRIVERS

The DLL & demo programs will not work if the kernel driver is not installed correctly. The install shield will copy the correct kernel driver to correct position if you select correct O.S.(95/98, NT, 2000, XP).

Refer to CallDill.pdf for more information about how to call the DLL functions with VC++5, VB5, Delphi3 and Borland C++ Builder 3. Refer to step5 of Sec. 1.2.2 for more information.
3.1 Program Architecture

In general, the first function called must be PTMC12_DriverInit(), it will initiate the kernel mode driver. The second function called must be PTMC12_DetectBoards(), it will find all OME-PCI-TMC12(A) installed in this PC.

The PCI_OpenBoard(…) will open & lock the target OME-PCI-TMC12(A) until PCI_CloseBoard(…) or PCI_CloseAll() is called.

For single-task applications, only one user’s program control OME-PCI-TMC12(A). So the program will open & lock OME-PCI-TMC12(A) in the program is start & un-lock OME-PCI-TMC12(A) in the program is exit as follows:

```
Initialize the Kernel Driver
    ↓
Detect PCI-TMC12(A)
    ↓
Open PCI-TMC12(A)
    ↓
Access I/O
    ↓
Access I/O
    ↓
Close PCI-TMC12(A)
```

```
PTMC12_DriverInit()
PTMC12_DetectBoards()
PTMC12_OpenBoard(…)
....
....
    PTMC12_ReadWord(…)
    ....
    PTMC12_WriteWord(…)
....
    PTMC12_CloseAll()
```
For multi-task applications, many user programs will control OME-PCI-TMC12(A). So the program will open & lock OME-PCI-TMC12(A) before access the I/O. Then un-lock OME-PCI-TMC12(A) after access the I/O as follows:

- Initialize the Kernel Driver
- Detect PCI-TMC12(A)
- Close PCI-TMC12(A)
- Access I/O
- Close PCI-TMC12(A)
- Access I/O
- Open PCI-TMC12(A)
- Access I/O
- Close PCI-TMC12(A)

PTMC12_DriverInit()
PTMC12_DetectBoards()
PTMC12_OpenBoard(…)
PTMC12_ReadWord(…)
PTMC12_CloseBoard(…)
PTMC12_OpenBoard(…)
PTMC12_ReadWord(…)
PTMC12_CloseBoard(…)
 PTMC12_CloseAll()
For interrupt applications, the program style is given as follows:

1. **Initialize the Kernel Driver**
   - PTMC12_DriverInit()
   - PTMC12_DetectBoards()
   - PTMC12_OpenBoard(…)
   - PTMC12_InstallCallBackFunc(…)
   - PTMC12_EnableInt(…)

2. **Detect PCI-TMC12(A)**
   - PTMC12_ReadWord(…)
   - PTMC12_WriteWord(…)

3. **Open PCI-TMC12(A)**

4. **Interrupt ISR installation**

5. **Enable interrupt**

6. **Access I/O**

7. **Disable interrupt**

8. **Close PCI-TMC12(A)**

When the interrupt signal is active, the kernel mode driver will call user’s call back function once. Refer to demo program, WatchDog & CountLow, for more information.
3.2 Report Problems

Technical support is available at no charge as described below. The best way to report problems is send electronic mail to das@omega.com on the Internet.

When reporting problems, please include the following information:

1) Is the problem reproducible? If so, how?

2) What kind and version of Operation Systems that you running? For example, Windows 3.1, Windows for Workgroups, Windows NT 4.0, etc.

3) What kinds of our products that you using? Please see the product's manual.

4) If a dialog box with an error message was displayed, please include the full text of the dialog box, including the text in the title bar.

5) If the problem involves other programs or hardware devices, what devices or version of the failing programs that you using?

6) Other comments relative to this problem or any Suggestions will be welcomed.

After we received your comments, we will take about two business days to testing the problems that you said. And then reply as soon as possible to you. Please check that we have received your comments? And please keeping contact with us.

E-mail: das@omega.com
Web-Site: http://www.omega.com
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Where Do I Find Everything I Need for Process Measurement and Control? OMEGA...Of Course!

Shop online at www.omega.com

TEMPERATURE
- Thermocouple, RTD & Thermistor Probes, Connectors, Panels & Assemblies
- Wire: Thermocouple, RTD & Thermistor
- Calibrators & Ice Point References
- Recorders, Controllers & Process Monitors
- Infrared Pyrometers

PRESSURE, STRAIN AND FORCE
- Transducers & Strain Gages
- Load Cells & Pressure Gages
- Displacement Transducers
- Instrumentation & Accessories

FLOW/LEVEL
- Rotameters, Gas Mass Flowmeters & Flow Computers
- Air Velocity Indicators
- Turbine/Paddlewheel Systems
- Totalizers & Batch Controllers

pH/CONDUCTIVITY
- pH Electrodes, Testers & Accessories
- Benchtop/Laboratory Meters
- Controllers, Calibrators, Simulators & Pumps
- Industrial pH & Conductivity Equipment

DATA ACQUISITION
- Data Acquisition & Engineering Software
- Communications-Based Acquisition Systems
- Plug-in Cards for Apple, IBM & Compatibles
- Datalogging Systems
- Recorders, Printers & Plotters

HEATERS
- Heating Cable
- Cartridge & Strip Heaters
- Immersion & Band Heaters
- Flexible Heaters
- Laboratory Heaters

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND CONTROL
- Metering & Control Instrumentation
- Refractometers
- Pumps & Tubing
- Air, Soil & Water Monitors
- Industrial Water & Wastewater Treatment
- pH, Conductivity & Dissolved Oxygen Instruments